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1. RULES AND REGULATIONS 

The following PlayNow Pools Game Conditions are subject to the PlayNow Sports Betting Rules 
and Regulations and the PlayNow Sports Betting Game Conditions.  In the event of inconsistency 
between the PlayNow Sports Betting Rules and Regulations or the PlayNow Sports Betting Game 
Conditions and these PlayNow Pools Game Conditions, these PlayNow Pool Game Conditions 
will apply.  The above referenced documents are available at https://www.playnow.com/about-
playnow/legal.html  

 

2. DEFINITIONS  

Definitions from in the PlayNow Sports Betting Rules and Regulations and the PlayNow Sports 
Betting Game Conditions have the same meaning in these PlayNow Pools Game Conditions.  
Further, in these PlayNow Pools Game Conditions: 
 

(a) “Card” means the online form provided by the Corporation listing Events that 
enables a Player to enter a Pool by completing such form and making payment as 
required; 

(b) “Event” means a game, match-up or other event described in the Card, whether 
sports related or not, from which each set of outcomes are attributed to; 

(c) “Prize Pool” means the prizing available for an individual Pool. The Prize Pool 
allocation will be set out in the Pool Terms and Conditions; 

(d) “Pick” means the selected outcome of an Event on a Card; 

(e) “Pool” means a betting or promotional offering where Players may make Picks of 
outcomes on a set number of Events on a  Card in order to enter for a chance to win 
all or a  portion of the Prize Pool; 

(f) “Pool Closing Time” means the date and time on which a Player can no longer 
submit a Card in order to enter a Pool as set out in the Pool Terms and Conditions; 

(g) “Pool Terms and Conditions” means such terms and conditions including prize 
entitlements relating to a specific Pool as established and posted on PlayNow.com 
by the Corporation;  

(h) “Quick Pick” is an optional auto-populate function that will automatically select a 
random combination of Picks on the player’s behalf; and 

(i)  “Winner” means a Player who submits a Card in accordance with these Game 
Conditions meeting the criteria on the relevant Pool Terms and Conditions to win all 
or a portion of the Prize Pool. 

 

3. PLAYNOW POOLS TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The following terms and conditions and sport specific rules apply to all PlayNow Pools unless 
otherwise stated in the applicable Pool Terms and Conditions.   
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Pool Entry 
To participate in a Pool, a Player must pay the entrance fee (where required) for that Pool as 
outlined in the applicable Pool Terms and Conditions and submit a Card for that Pool including 
selecting a Pick for each listed Event. Sports freebets/tokens cannot be used for PlayNow Pools 
entries. Players may purchase and submit more than one Card per Pool subject to maximum 
entry limits that may be established in the applicable Pool Terms and Conditions. The Player must 
select one Pick from each Event on the Card for a valid entry.  Once a Player has submitted their 
Card and received a Ticket, the Player cannot alter or change their Picks.  Where the Corporation 
determines that a Player entered a Pool after an Event in that Pool commenced, the Corporation 
reserves the right to void that Pool entry. 
 
Number of Picks 
The number of Events and subsequent Picks required per Card may vary per Pool and will be 
determined by the Corporation.  
 
Correct Picks 
Subject to the applicable Pools Terms and Conditions, a correct Pick will be determined by the 
Corporation with reference to the PlayNow Sports Betting Rules and Regulations and PlayNow 
Sports Betting Game Conditions that are applicable to the Settlement of the Pick in question as 
determined by the Corporation. Picks are settled on the official result published by the governing 
body or as otherwise verified by the Corporation.  After Settlement of a Pool and corresponding 
payment of the Prize Pool by the Corporation when applicable, any subsequent corrections or 
amendments by the governing body to the result will not be applicable.  

Where the Corporation determines that an error was made, including on the Pool Terms and 
Conditions, a Pool Card, or in the settlement of a Pool, then the Corporation reserves the right to: 
correct such error and settle, or Resettle, the Pool with the error corrected; or to settle or Resettle 
the Pool with all Picks for Events the Corporation deems affected by the error as a correct Pick.   

Ties 
In the occurrence of a tie result on any Event whereby neither available Selection for that Event is 
the correct result (i.e. a Tie result is not offered as a Selection) the outcome of all Selections for 
that Event will be settled as a correct Pick unless stated otherwise in the Pool Terms and 
Conditions.   

Determining Winners 
Winners will be determined by the Corporation with reference to the criteria set out in the Pool 
Terms and Conditions subject to the conditions set out above for determining correct Picks.   

Event Postponement, Cancellation, or Void Events 
If the Corporation determines an Event has been cancelled or postponed or where the 
Corporation would otherwise have the right to treat an Event as void, the Corporation reserves the 
right to settle the Pool with all Picks for such cancelled or postponed Events settled as a correct 
Pick or alternatively to void all Tickets on that Pool. 

Where there is evidence or suspicion of illegal or fraudulent activity, or of rigging or fixing of an 
Event within a Pool, the Corporation may declare Picks or Tickets on such Events or Pools void in 
addition to its rights set out in the PlayNow Sports Betting Game Conditions dealing with fraud or 
suspicious activity, event rigging or fixing. 

For clarity, if the start time for an Event within a Pool is changed by the official governing body 
within the same calendar day as the previous listed start time, either prior to or after the Pool 
Closing Time, submitted Cards will remain valid. 
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Tiered Prizing 
Where there are tiered prize levels for a Pool, the number of correct Picks on the Pools Card for 
each prize level will be set out in the Pools Terms and Conditions. 

      Prizes 
The Corporation will pay out the Prize Pool or portion thereof, to Winners in accordance with the 
prize structure as specified in the Pool Terms and Conditions.  
 
Guaranteed Prize Fund 
BCLC may at its sole discretion, guarantee a minimum prize fund for a Pool by potentially adding 
to the Prize Pool as set out in the Pool Terms and Conditions. Pools do not have a guaranteed 
Prize Pool unless otherwise stated in the applicable Pool Terms and Conditions. 
 
Limits/Maximum Payouts 
The Limits/Maximum Daily Payouts outlined in the PlayNow Sports Betting Game Conditions do 
not apply to Pools. There is no set daily Payout Limit for Pools; nor does any winning affect the 
daily Payout Maximums from any other winnings from Sports bets.  
 
Related Contingencies (correlated bets) 
Those provisions dealing with related contingencies (correlated bets) in the PlayNow Sports 
Betting Game Conditions to do not apply to Pools. 
 
Rollovers 
If there are no Winners for any given Pool, then the Corporation may, though is not obligated to, 
rollover the Prize Pool for that Pool (ie. Pool A) to a Prize Pool for another Pool (ie. Pool B).   
Details of any potential rollover of a Prize Pool will be specified in the relevant Pool Terms and 
Conditions. In the event the Corporation rolls over the Prize Pool for Pool A to the Prize Pool for 
Pool B and Pool B then ends without any Winner(s), then the Prize Pool for Pool A will either be 
rolled over as part of a rollover of the Prize Pool for Pool B to another Pool (ie. Pool C) in 
accordance with Pool B’s Terms and Conditions, or failing that, the Prize Pool for Pool A will be 
paid out by the Corporation to players in proportion to their contribution to the Prize Pool for Pool 
A. A Prize Pool may be rolled over through numerous Pools until either, there are Winner(s), or 
the Prize Pool is paid out to players in proportion to their contribution. 
 

4. SPORTS SPECIFIC RULES 

Applicable sport specific rules found under the ‘All Sports’ heading of the PlayNow Sports Betting 
Game Conditions will apply to Events as determined by the Corporation. In addition: 

  
Baseball 

(a) An Event that is based on the outcome of more than one game including a series 
of games or other group of games as described in the Card is considered 
complete when the group or series of games are completed. An Event that is 
based on a match-up between specific players’ performances is considered 
complete when the inning(s), game or series of games the Event is associated 
with, as set out in the Card, are completed. 
 

(b)  Where an Event is based on a match-up between specific players’ batting 
performances in an inning(s), game or series of games as set out in the Card, 
such players must each make at least one completed plate appearance in 
applicable inning(s), game or series of games, which results in either an out for 
that  player, or in that player reaching a base safely (in any number of possible 
ways in accordance with the game of baseball), failing which all Picks for such 
Event will be settled as  a correct Pick. 
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(c) Where an Event is based on a matchup between specific players’ pitching 
performances in an inning(s), game or series of games as set out in the Card, 
such players must make at least one pitch, within the applicable inning(s), game 
or series of games failing which all Picks for such Event will be settled as a 
correct Pick. 
 

(d) When two games between the same two teams are played in one day, the Event 
start time listed on the Pools Card will determine what the appropriate game is for 
settlement purposes. 
 

Basketball 
(a) An Event that is based on the outcome of more than one game including a series 

of games or other group of games as described in the Card is considered 
complete when the group or series of games are completed.  An Event that is 
based on a match-up between specific players’ performances is considered 
complete when the quarter, half, game or series of games the Event is associated 
with, as set out in the Card, are completed. 
 

(b) Where an Event is based on a match-up between specific players’ performances 
in a quarter, half, game or series of games as set out in the Card,  such players 
must have playing time within the applicable quarter, half, game or series of 
games, failing which all Picks for such Event will be settled as a correct Pick. 

 
Football 

(a) An Event that is based on the outcome of more than one game including a series 
of games or other group of games as described in the Card is considered 
complete when the group or series of games are completed. An Event that is 
based on a match-up between specific players’ performances is considered 
complete when the quarter, half, game or series of games the Event is associated 
with, as set out in the Card, are completed. 

Where an Event is based on a match-up between specific players’ performances 
in a quarter, half, game or series of games as set out in the Card, such players 
must have played at least one down within the applicable quarter, half, game or 
series of games, failing which all Picks for such Event will be settled as a correct 
Pick.  

Hockey 
(a) An Event that is based on the outcome of more than one game including a series 

of games or other group of games as described in the Card is considered 
complete when the group or series of games are completed. An Event that is 
based on a match-up between specific players’ performances is considered 
complete when the period, game or series of games the Event is associated with, 
as set out in the Card, are completed. 

(b) Where an Event is based on a match-up between specific players’ performances 
in a period, game, or series of games as set out in the Card, such players must 
have ice time within the applicable period, games, or series of games, failing 
which all Picks for such Event will be settled as a correct Pick. 

 
 


